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Question: How do we know that a 
few if-then rules won�t do the same 
job as DODM ??? 
  
•   script-and-trigger logic is the 
industry standard for managing game 
scenarios. 

•   decision trees, built from 20,000 
partial stories, stand-in for script and 
trigger logic.  

•   if the smallest decision tree that 
a c h i e v e s e q u i v a l e n t D O D M 
performance is unfeasibly complex to 
author, DODM provides leverage. 

Drama management technologies should provide 
powerful authorial leverage.  
 
 
 
 
We present three criteria for evaluating authorial 
leverage and apply them to declarative optimization-
based drama management (DODM). 
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UC SANTA CRUZ 

# plot points # DM actions # quests map size 

empath-small 10 33 3 25 

empath-med 14 47 5 64 

empath-large 18 62 6 64 

Story Quality Histogram
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Quest ion : Can incrementa l 
changes to DODM content result in 
non-incremental changes to game 
logic ??? 

•   to test scaling, we enlarged 
EMPath.  

•  if small changes to DODM content 
require large changes to script-and-
trigger logic, DODM provides 
leverage. 

III. Variability of Stories 
 

Question: How do we know DODM 
isn�t just forcing players onto a 
few good stories ??? 
 
•   create histograms showing 
number of unique stories as a 
function of complexity of DM policy. 

•  if, for more complex policies, we 
still have many unique stories, 
DODM provides leverage. 
 

II. Ease of Expansion 
 

I. Script-&-Trigger Equivalent 
 

Decision Tree Issues 
 

Future Work and Conclusion 
 

Research Goals 

Algorithm: 

•  User triggers PLOT POINT 

•  DM initiates a SEARCH POLICY 

•  DM projects total orders with a  
USER MODEL 

•  Use EVALUATION FEATURES to 
determine most desirable path 

•  Return the DM ACTION from the 
chosen path 

•  Modify game world accordingly 

•  Repeat until end game 

•  A major open issue in the evaluation of drama managers is their authorial leverage: the degree of 
authorial control provided over an interactive experience as compared to the complexity of authoring.  

•  Since authoring drama-manager-like interaction in stories is commonly done via scripts and triggers, 
one way to evaluate authorial leverage a drama manager gives is to use decision trees to induce and 
examine a script-and-trigger equivalent form of a drama manager�s policy.  

•  3 directions that future work should take are: evaluating other systems, developing additional authorial 
leverage criteria, and making use of the learned script-and-trigger systems. 

The generalization that takes place in 
decision-tree induction can produce 
choices of actions that would not be 
permitted in a particular state 

Decision tree size by size of game 

Number of unique stories by policy 
complexity (larger tree size is a more 
complex policy) 

 Leverage = (Quality * Variability)/Effort 

Drama Manager & EMPath 

Plot Points in a Directed-Acyclic-Graph (DAG): This figure 
shows the relationship between plot points.  Each color is a 
different quest, the solid arrows are pre-conditions, and the 
broken arrows are preferred prerequisites.  EMPath has only 
one ending (shown in pink).   

1000 tree: The 
poorly evaluating 
tree with a size 
of only 17 nodes.   

200 tree: The 
highest evaluating 
tree with a size of 
70 nodes.   

Story quality histogram: Search, null, and 
decision tree policies.  

EMPath 5x5 map screenshot 

3 versions of EMPath 


